
 

 

 

 
 
 

Brazilian Portuguese – Bia Plus One  

(Bia Mais Um)  
 

 
 

You can preview this film in our movie library inflight.movie 

Skyline: ‘The different ways of coping with tragedy can tear families apart. Will that be the fate of this 
family?’ 

Synopsis: Losing a husband and father can devastate any family. But this husband and father was a diver 
who one day did not resurface. Why? And how to cope with a death without reason or body, farewell or 
closure? As Merel and her children struggle, first with shock and sorrow, then to pick up the pieces and 
rebuild their shattered lives, such questions demand answers. 
 
Now divisions within the family - as the kids seek hard truths while mum glides between emotional 
avoidance and dabblings with the supernatural - threaten to worsen the terrible situation. Merel plans to 
sell the home, with its daily reminder of what the ocean stole, but don't her children deserve a say? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Director: Wellington Sari 
Cast: Gabrielle Pizzato Santana, Gustavo Piaskoski, Ivo 

Muller 
Language: Portuguese Brazilian 

Subtitle: English 
Duration: 71m 

Genre: Romantic Drama 
Version: Theatrical and Edited available 

Premiere Date: 8th October 2021 

https://inflight.movie/video/bia-plus-one-bia-mais-um


 

 

 

 
 
 

Italian – Goodnight 

(E Buonanotte) 
 

 
 

You can preview this film in our movie library inflight.movie 

Skyline: ‘Be careful what you wish! With a third of our lives spent asleep, a boy seeks the holy grail of 
cost-free insomnia.’ 

Synopsis: Luca lives every moment for fun and thrills; his life one endless round of discos, social media 
chats, TV, video games and betting. How could he possibly find the time to play the piano, to study, to help 
his father every once in a while? But now this boy has stumbled on a truth that shocks him to the core of 
his being. In a life of 80 years, a full 27 of them will be spent asleep! 
 
What, Luca now asks himself, if there was a way to avoid all that down time? What if he could find the 
secret of life without any need for sleep? What indeed? This pleasure-seeker may be about to learn the 
meaning of that famous Chinese curse - "may all your wishes be granted ..." 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Director: Massimo Cappelli 
Cast: Niccolò Ferrero, Nina Pons 

Language: Italian 
Subtitle: English 

Duration: 90m 
Genre: RomCom 

Version: Theatrical and Edited available 
Premiere Date: 21st April 2022 

https://inflight.movie/video/goodnight-e-buonanotte


 

 

 

 
 
 

French – Guermantes 

 

 
 

You can preview this film in our movie library inflight.movie 

Skyline: ‘‘The play is cancelled due to Covid lockdown but it's July 14 and this is France. The show must go 
on!’ 

Synopsis: Every French citizen knows July 14 is Bastille Day. But this July 14 is ominously quiet. Yes, 
aeroplanes bring colour and spectacle to the Parisian skies. But why these empty streets? Where are the 
happy crowds and pâtissiers? Where the jugglers, wrestlers and clowns? 
 
It's 2020, with lockdown in full force. At the Marigny Theatre the cast is told their play - inspired by Proust, 
no less - will not go ahead. So why does the director ask them to continue rehearsing? For the love they 
have for their art, of course! And for fraternity and fellowship. They are French, n'est pas? Why let a mere 
pandemic halt a 3 day, fabulously Gallic homage to life? Vive la France! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Director: Christophe Honore 
Cast: Claude Mathieu, Anne Kessler, Eric Genovese 

Language: France 
Subtitle: English 

Duration: 139m 
Genre: Drama 

Version: Theatrical and Edited available 
Premiere Date: 29th September 2021 

https://inflight.movie/video/guermantes


 

 

 

 
 
 

Danish – My Robot Brother  

(ROBOTBROR) 
 

 
 

You can preview this film in our movie library inflight.movie 

Skyline: ‘Alberte's new assistant robot has made her the talk of the town - but how much of this is for 
real?’ 

Synopsis: Imagine a world without the problems which haunt ours. No climate crisis, poverty or war. 
Wouldn't that be great? Er, not for 12-year-old Alberte. 
 
In her utopia, such problems have been solved by science and technology, but life still sucks! Everyone has 
a robot as personal assistant, but the teddy bear android which had delighted her as a little girl has become 
an embarrassment she's outgrown. For her 12th birthday, however, Alberte has been given Konrad, the last 
word in robot cool, who acts like a real person. All the kids want to hang out with her but how real is all 
this? And can the connection she has with Konrad truly compare to a human friendship? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Director: Frederik Nørgaard 
Cast: Selma Iljazovski, Philip Elbech, Lars Brygmann (voice), 

Lise Baastrup, Kristian 
Language: Danish 

Subtitle: English 
Duration: 84m 

Genre: Family 
Version: Theatrical and Edited available 

Premiere Date: 10th February 2022 

https://inflight.movie/video/my-robot-brother-robotbror


 

 

 

 
 
 

Spanish Latin American – Nancy Sport Laundry 

(Lavandería Nancy Sport) 
 

 
 

You can preview this film in our movie library inflight.movie 

Skyline: ‘Ice-cream murder, black bananas and weird stunts in a laundromat? Patagonian's cop-
philosophers must investigate!’ 

Synopsis: Don Pipo had been an ice cream maker of rare and extraordinary talent. The ices of this much 

loved and respected citizen of a sleepy town in Patagonia were legendary. So why on earth has someone 

seen fit to murder him? This is a question to which the local police must find a convincing answer, even as 

they conduct a simultaneous inquiry into the mysterious case of the Black Bananas. Neither investigation, it 

should be noted, is helped by the antics of two bored young men, bent on sowing mischief in a 

laundromat! Fortunately, these are not run of the mill cops but true-born philosophers who do know a 

thing or two about parallel universes .... 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Director: Agu Grego 
Cast: Estela Robatto, Quico Tealdo, Marina Rodriguez, 

Emilio Ziaurriz, Teresa Canevari, Manuela Abelenda 
Language: Spanish Latin American 

Subtitle: English 
Duration: 80m 

Genre: Comedy 
Version: Theatrical and Edited available 

Premiere Date: 26th April 2022 

https://inflight.movie/video/nancy-sport-laundry-lavander-a-nancy-sport


 

 

 

 
 
 

Spanish Castilian – The Volunteer 

(La voluntaria) 
 

 
 

You can preview this film in our movie library inflight.movie 

Skyline: ‘Seeking meaning and purpose, a retired doctor volunteers for refugee work but it's not at all 
what she expected.’ 

Synopsis: Marisa, having retired from a fulfilling career as a doctor of medicine, is finding life after work 
dull and meaningless. She volunteers for work with child refugees at a Greece based NGO. But once there, 
she finds her new bosses - full of themselves and suffering from an acute but self-serving 'saviour complex' 
- are control freaks. Marisa must not, they tell her, hug any child or breach protocol by adapting to the 
needs of those she is supposedly there to help. So when she forges a friendship with Ahmed - in trauma 
after the disappearance of his parents - she is thrown into conflict not only with a heartlessly bureaucratic 
order, but with her own being. 
 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

Director: Nely Reguera 
Cast: Carmen Machi, Hamam Aldarweesh-Almanawer, 

Itsaso Arana, Arnau Comas, Dèlia Brufau, Yohan Levy, 
Henrietta Rauth 

Language: Spanish Castilian 
Subtitle: English 

Duration: 99m 
Genre: Drama 

Version: Theatrical and Edited available 
Premiere Date: 31st March 2022 

https://inflight.movie/video/the-volunteer-la-voluntaria


 

 

 

 
 
 

Farsi – The Verdict 

(Hokme Tajdide Nazar) 
 

 
 

You can preview this film in our movie library inflight.movie 

Skyline: ‘Her son is facing trial for his life and begs her to find evidence that will save him. But is he truly 
innocent?’ 

Synopsis: It's her worst nightmare come true. Fereshte's son, Arash, sits in a prison cell awaiting trial for 
the capital murder of his fiancée, Lida. A guilty verdict will send him to the gallows but Arash protests his 
innocence and begs his mother to help save his life. Is there anything she would not do to avert so cruel a 
fate for one she had brought into the world? 
 
With the help of Arash's lawyer, and his friend Behrouz Sajedi, Fereshte seeks evidence that will exonerate 
her son. But as she investigates the circumstances of Lida's death, Arash’s story begins to fall apart as 
Fereshte finds herself confronted with a choice no mother should ever have to make ... 
 

Director: Mohammad Amin Karimpour 
Cast: Arash Adlparvar, Ehsan Amani, Homayoun Ershadi 

Language: Farsi 
Subtitle: English 

Duration: 102m 
Genre: Drama 

Version: Theatrical and Edited available 
Premiere Date: 17th October 2021 

 

https://inflight.movie/video/the-verdict-hokme-tajdide-nazar

